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SchooL o f Physics, Madurai Kamaraj U n i v e r s i t y , Madurai 625021, I n d i a
Abstract.-The means square displacements of both the cation and anion substitutional defects and those of their nearest neighbours in KI are calculated in the frame work of a scattering matrix formalism. Our results .how that $he means square amplitudes of the defect atom such as the Rb in Kf is much larger than the value of ~b * in RbI as also of K in KI. The means square displacements of the nearest neighbours in the defect environment are not that significanltly altered from their values in the host crystal environment.The other salient features observed from our calculations are also discussed.
1.Introduction.-hwenthough many aspects associted with point defects in alkalihalides are well investigated both theoretically and experimentally in the past, the means square displacements of point defects and their immediate neighbours are not explored that extensively so far. In this paper we report the results of our investigations on the means square displacements of ~a + ,~b+,~l-and Br-impurities and those of their nearest neighbours in KI using the lattice Green's functions in the scattering matrix formalism. 2.Method of Calculation.-It is well known that the impurity modes associated with a point defect in as alkalihalide is given by the solutions of the determinantal equation 1 -) ( uJ ) \ -0 for various d values. However fo1;owing t e same theory one can formulate a scattering matrix and show that the matrix associated with the scattered amplitude U, of the defect and its neighbours can be written corresponding to the incident plane wave as 1 a, = r l t g~~~-4~j -1 3 --U;
( 1 )
Here g is the Green's function matrix of the host lattice in the Tables 2 and3. The main conclusions are the following. a) The B factor for the impurity is in general larger than the corresponding B factor of the host atoms.For example B factor vf Rb in KI is more than that of K in KI .Also it is larger than that of Rb in RbI.
b) The E factor of Na+ in KI is greater than the B factor of ~b + in KI whereas for the negntive ion impurities the trend is reversed. c)The B factor of the first neighbour of the defect is different from the B factor of the same ion in the host crystal environment.
However the difference in these two B factors is not that prominent. In calculations such as diffusion where the jump frequeny depende on the jumping atom(which is an impurity) and its neighbours one should employ these mean8 square amplitudes. In the absence of experimental results we hope that these estimations would be of use to scattering experimentalists to see how the scattered intensities would be influenced by such defects. 
